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SUBJECT:

Revision of Plumbing Detail Drawings

DATE OF THIS VERSION:

July 1, 2014

NUMBER/TITLE OF REVISED AND UPDATED DETAIL DRAWINGS:

- SD220511-01 PIPE PENETRATION THROUGH WALLS BELOW GRADE
- SD220511-02 PLUMBING ABBREVIATIONS
- SD220511-03 PLUMBING ABBREVIATIONS
- SD220511-04 PLUMBING ABBREVIATIONS
- SD220511-05 DRAWING SYMBOLS
- SD220511-06 PLUMBING PIPING SYMBOLS
- SD220511-07 GENERAL PLUMBING SYMBOLS
- SD220511-08 PLUMBING VALVE SYMBOLS
- SD221300-01 FLUSHING RIM FLOOR DRAIN “L” CYSTOSCOPY ROOM
- SD221300-02 TYPE “W” HUB DRAIN WITH STANDPIPE
- SD221300-03 TYPE “C” FLOOR DRAIN DETAIL
- SD221300-04 TYPE “D” FLOOR DRAIN DETAIL
- SD221300-05 TYPE “F” FLOOR DRAIN DETAIL
- SD223500-01 CONNECTIONS TO DOMESTIC WATER HEATER
- SD223500-02 CONNECTIONS TO DOMESTIC WATER BOOSTER HEATER
- SD226119_74-01 DENTAL AIR ALARM PANEL SCHEDULE  Renumbered